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INTRODUCTION 
 The Gospel is both vertical and horizontal. We often think of Jesus' life, death and resurrection as 
the way to make it right between us and God. It's true. 
But the life, death and resurrection of Jesus is also the key to making us right with others. 
We all have relationships that need work. Over the next several weeks, we are going to learn how to 
LOVE BETTER, through the vertical and horizontal power of the Gospel. 
 
 
WARM IT UP 
When we become parents, we are inundated with advice and "words of wisdom".  What was the 
best advice you received about raising kids? What advice were you given that didn't work? 
 
 
 
TALK IT OVER 
1. What are some of the unrealistic or unnecessary pressures our kids face today? 
2. Read the following scriptures. Look for clues that will help you answer this question:  What 
matters most to God, for our kids? 
- Proverbs 22:6                            - Matthew 22:37-39 
- 1 Samuel 16:7                            - Matthew 6:33 
3. Pastor Mark said we focus more on external measures of achievement, than on qualities of the 
heart. Do you agree or disagree? Explain. 
4. What did/do the habits and patterns of your home/family reveal about your priorities? 
5. What one change can you make to align your priorities with Jesus' words in Matthew 22:37-39? 
 
 
 
WORK IT OUT 
6. What would Jesus say needs to become a greater priority for your kids or kids in our community? 
7. What one thing could you do to focus more on the quality of heart rather than on achievement? 
8. How do we as adults or parents help kids embrace biblical priorities when some are so contrary to 
the priorities of many of their peers? 
9. In your life or family, what's been in the forefront, that needs to fall into the background?  What's 
been off to the side, that needs to come into the center? How will you discuss/process this as a 
family? 
10. If you don't have kids, or have grown children, how can you influence and encourage parents, 
children and families at SRPC? 
 
 
 
PRAY IT THROUGH 
Pray for the wisdom and strength to move things that matter most, from the sidelines to the center. 
Be specific. 
Pray that your eyes will be opened to ways you can influence and encourage parents, children and 
families at SRPC. 


